Dear Friends,

It is my great please to invite you to submit an abstract to IASSIDD’s 5th European Conference in beautiful and historical Athens. This is the second Call for Papers and the possibility to submit papers will close on January 15th, 2018.

The mission of IASSIDD is: To promote the development of new knowledge, research and other scholarly activities, as well as the application of knowledge, to improve the lives of people with intellectual and developmental disabilities, their families and those who support them.

We accept oral presentations (can be grouped to symposia of 4 presentations), paper presentations, demonstrations and roundtables.

To submit your abstract please visit www.iassidd.org. Under upcoming conferences, click on the 5th IASSIDD congress link, the orange call for papers tab will appear on the left side.

Your abstracts will be peer reviewed by experts from IASSIDD’s 12 SIRGs and, if accepted for presentation, your abstract will be published in the Journal of Applied Research in Intellectual Disability (JARID).
Registration and accommodation

Registration for the conference will open shortly and a limited number of rooms have been pre-booked at the conference hotel Divani Acropolis hotel. These rooms are available on a first come, first served basis and can only be booked through the IASSIDD website when you register for the conference. Cost for double rooms is 160 euros per night including breakfast.

Early bird registration is available until April 15th.

Individual member Early Bird 425 Euro

Members reduced Early Bird 250 Euro

Any person or organization who subscribes to the aims and objectives of IASSIDD is eligible to join as a member. Reduced rate is available to full-time students, individuals or organizations from LAMI-countries (according to the list of the world bank) and individuals how are eligible for financial or social benefits/allowances in their countries or holders of a variety of concession grants/cards.

Special offer for members: Register 3 and get one free!

We want to support the participation of students and self-advocates at the conference. Members who bring an additional 3 people eligible for the reduced registration fee only pay for themselves and 2 additional people. Please use this great opportunity to bring new people into IASSIDD! Learn more on IASSIDD Facebook soon.

Please follow, like and share IASSIDD on Facebook to receive regular news and updates and to include more people in our community!

We look forward to your contribution to this congress. I feel certain we will have a full and rewarding program.

With best wishes,

Alice Schippers-
Vice-President, Europe,
Scientific Program Chair,
vp-europe@iassidd.org